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FELIX V. FESTA MIDDLE SCHOOL  
30 Parrott Road, West Nyack, New York 10994 

 

Keep Reading This Summer! 
2019 Summer Reading 
Scroll down for a list of suggestions. 
 
Dear Students, 
 
You may not know me.  I teach eighth-graders, and I’m in 
charge of the English department at Felix Festa.  
Not only that:  I am a book booster!  
 
Summer is a great time to try new things:  sports, 
swimming, hiking, nature, camp, and other adventures. 
Summer is also a great time to take an adventure in 
reading.  
 
Often during the school year, students, teachers, and 
parents get so busy that we don’t have enough time to read 
just for fun.  Finally, summer is here and we can all spend 
more time doing things we love.  Some people love reading.  Other people don’t….yet.  Still, no matter what we do in life, 
we all need to be good readers, and the best way to get better at something is to practice.  Think about it.  No matter what 
you’re good at: sports, a musical instrument, or video games, you got better by practicing. The same is true for reading, 
and summer is a great time to practice reading. So, take the plunge and challenge yourself:  read for a half an hour a 
day.  
 
This summer, we’re asking everyone in the Felix Festa community to challenge themselves and read for at least one 
half hour a day.   If you do, you should finish six to eight 200-page books.  I did the math!  If you read for half an hour in a 
“just right” book, you should finish about 20 pages.  There are ten weeks of summer vacation and seven days a week, for 
a grand total of 70 days.  Seventy times twenty is one thousand four hundred!  [70 x 20 = 1,400]  Can you imagine reading 
that many pages!  Your reading would really improve! 
 
There are lots of places to find great reading material.  There is a list following this letter with many suggested titles; there 
are wonderful books and magazines to download for free (and for money) from websites like Amazon and Barnes & 
Noble; or, you can try the local library, both online and in person.  All our local libraries have our school’s suggested lists 
and lots and lots of actual books (and ebooks) for you to choose from.  
 
Just so you know, there is no required written assignment over the summer, and there will be NO written assignment 
when you return to school.  Your teacher may very well conduct book talks where you will discuss and recommend the 
books you read over the summer.  
 
But, let’s not get too worried about the fall now!  Let’s think about all the fun you’ll have over the summer with lots of 
activities, which should include daily reading.  Your teachers and I look forward to hearing all about your summer reading 
adventures! 
 
Sincerely, 

Ms. Quinson 
Elizabeth K. Quinson 
English Department Chairperson 
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FELIX V. FESTA MIDDLE SCHOOL CAMPUS 
30 Parrott Road, West Nyack, New York 10994 

 

      “Home of the Falcons” 

Goals for Summer Reading: No Back-to-School Activity! 

At Home 
● Foster a love of reading 
● Advance literacy by engaging in reading activities 
● Increase reading through self-selected, voluntary 

reading 
In School 

●Enhance a sense of community 
●Provide a common reading experience 
●Stimulate discussion and critical thinking 

There will be NO graded assignment over the 
summer or when you return to school associated 
with summer reading. The goal is to read, READ, 

READ, READ, READ, READ. 
Your teacher may conduct book talks when we get 
back to school in the fall, so be ready to discuss 
your book, and think about who else might enjoy 
the books you read. 

Reflect on Yourself as a Reader: Find a book that is “just right” for YOU: 
When and where do I best concentrate on 
reading? 
● In the morning 
● Before going to sleep 
● At my desk 
● On my bed 
● Lying on the floor 
● Sitting on a couch or comfy chair 

Use the “Five Finger Rule” to help you select a 
book.  
1. Find a book on the book list.  
2. Thumb through the book and pick a page, any 

page.  
3. Read one complete page.  
4. Every time you come to a word that you don’t 

know, count it on a finger.  
5. If five or more fingers are up by the end of the 

page, this book is too difficult. 
How many books should I read? Parent Tips: 
This really depends on how quickly you read and 
what kinds of books you choose.  
 
Most people read about 20 pages in 30 minutes in a 
“just right” book.  So, if you are reading a 200 page 
book, that’s about 5 hours of reading.  If you are 
reading a half an hour a day, it will take about a 
week and a half to finish that book.  
 
Over the summer that would add  up to 6 or 7 
books!  

1. Set a schedule for reading. Make it the same 
time every day. One good time is to read is right 
before bed.  

2. Read alongside your child – be a model.  
3. Talk to your child about his or her book. Don’t 

give a test; rather let your child tell you the 
storyline, talk about the characters or the setting. 
Ask what your child likes or dislikes about the 
book.  

4. You may even want to read aloud to your child. 
Even older children sometimes enjoy this. 

Check out your local library!   Read online! 
Libraries have great books and magazines and all 
sorts of fun activities all summer long for you to read 
and make friends!  
See the the New City Library, the Valley Cottage 
Library, and the West Nyack Library for more 
details. 

There are many and varied possibilities for reading 
online.  Newspapers are online and many have 
specific activities for student readers.  
The New York Times holds an annual Summer 
Reading Contest, which may be a wonderful 
activity for eighth graders, while sixth and seventh 
graders might enjoy Timeforkids.com 

 
 
  

http://www.timeforkids.com/
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Read half-hour per day, or three and a half hours a week! 
 

Suggested Summer Reading List for students enrolled in English 8 or 8E, September, 2019 
 
Non-fiction:  
 
Anonymous, It Happened to Nancy:  Nancy’s risky behavior leads to a deadly disease.  This real life drama 
teaches lessons about life and death.  
 
Bartoletti, Susan Campbell, Hitler Youth: Growing Up in Hitler’s Shadow:  The greatest strength of this book is 
laid out in the very first line, when author Susan Campbell Bartoletti says, "This is not a book about Adolf 
Hitler". Instead, she says in her introduction, it is a book about the young people "that followed Hitler", about 
the children who grew up in his zenith and who had to negotiate a childhood shaped by his life and death. 
 
Bradley, James, Flags of Our Fathers: A Young People’s Edition: Based on James Bradley's Flags of Our 
Fathers for adults, this abridged version for younger readers retains the somewhat terse drama, intense 
heartbreak, and bittersweet triumph of the original narrative. Through his research on the event and the 
soldiers (three of the men were killed in combat within days of the flag-raising), Bradley explores the dubious 
nature of heroism and the devastating effects of war. 
 
Burch, Jennings Michael, They Cage the Animals at Night.  Read this account of a young boy’s life as a foster 
child and his search for love and a home. 
 
Bush, Jenna, Ana’s Story.  She’s seventeen. She's been abused. She has a child. And she's HIV-positive. She 
is Ana, and this is her story.  
 
Canfield, Jack, ed., Chicken Soup for the Teenage Soul:  This first batch of Chicken Soup for Teens consists of 
101 stories every teenager can relate to and learn from -- without feeling criticized or judged. This edition 
contains important lessons on the nature of friendship and love, the importance of belief in the future, and the 
value of respect for oneself and others, and much more. (Students may enjoy any of the other titles in this 
series.) 
 
Crowe, Chris, Getting Away with Murder:  Most American history books don't include Emmett Till, the black 
14-year-old from Chicago who was brutally murdered while visiting relatives in the Mississippi Delta in 1954. 
But the gruesome, racially motivated crime and the court's failure to convict the white murderers was a 
powerful national catalyst for the civil rights movement. Crowe, the author of Mississippi Trial (2002), a YA 
novel about Till's story, begins this nonfiction account with the events that led to the murder. 
 
Curry Jack, Derek Jeter: the Life You Imagine:  Read about Jeter’s philosophy of life and how to achieve your 
goals.  
 
Davis, Sampson, et al., We Beat the Streets: How a Friendship Pact Led to Success:  Gr. 7-10. "What started 
out as three boys skipping class turned out to be the most significant experience of our lives," says George 
Jenkins, who, together with Sampson Davis and Rameck Hunt, made a teenage pact to leave their 
impoverished New Jersey neighborhood, attend medical school, and become doctors. (A) 
 
Frank, Anne, Diary of a Young Girl:  Read about Anne’s experience as she hid in the attic to escape the Nazis.  
 
Filipovic Zlata, Zlata’s Diary:  A young girl’s experience in war-torn Sarajevo.  
 
Gantos, Jack, Hole in my Life:  Gantos, best known for his award-winning Joey Pigza titles, mines darker 
material here that is as deeply compelling as his lighter fare. Using short, meaty sentences, Gantos manages 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0553111337/$%7B0%7D
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0553111337/$%7B0%7D
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to write in a way that dismisses the dubious "romance" of prison, drugs, and "life on the edge" without ever 
sounding didactic or heavy-handed. Older teens will appreciate his candor and sheer willingness to give them 
the straight story. (A) 
 
Gottlieb, Lori, Stick Figure:  A Diary of My Former Self:  This memoir explores the author’s struggle with 
anorexia.  She uses her diary from age 11 to tell of her journey toward being a “stick figure” and her battle to 
heal herself.  
 
Hawk, Tony and Mortimer, Sean, Hawk:  Occupation Skateboarder:  Did you ever wonder how Tony Hawk 
became the most famous skateboarder?  Tony talks about the highs and lows of his career from finding his first 
skateboard to near bankruptcy to all-star status.  Enjoy Tony’s story and his dedication.  
 
Herriot, James, All Creatures Great and Small: (or another Herriot title) A veterinarian shares his tales of balky 
calves and pampered Pekinese and their owners.  Hilarious reads!  (A) 
 
Hillenbrand, Laura, Unbroken (The Young Adult Adaptation): An Olympian's Journey from Airman to Castaway 
to Captive:  Adapted from the best-selling adult book of the same name, this riveting account tells the story of 
Louis Zamperini, a thief turned track star, Olympian, airman, castaway, and prisoner of war. 
 
Krakauer, Jon, Into Thin Air:  Join a group of mountain climbers as they tackle Mount Everest.  Or Into The 
Wild:  "He was a smart kid..." So why did Christopher McCandless trade a bright future--a college education, 
material comfort, uncommon ability and charm--for death by starvation in an abandoned bus in the woods of 
Alaska?. (A) 
 
Mortenson, Greg, Three Cups of Tea (Young Reader’s Edition):  Follow Greg on his journey through Pakistan 
and Afghanistan from being a K2 mountain climber to a builder of community schools in extremely remote 
villages.  This heartwarming story of promises and friendships will inspire you and show you how each of us 
can make a big difference in the world. 
 
Myers, Walter Dean, The Greatest:  Muhammad Ali:  Read about one of the greatest fighters of all time.  Or 
Bad Boy.  In his memoir Myers writes about his experiences growing up a poor boy in Harlem during the 1940s 
and 1950s.  He writes honestly about the challenges, dreams, and struggles.  Students may enjoy other titles 
by this prolific young adult author as well.  
 
Myron, Vicki:  Dewey: The Small-Town Library Cat Who Touched the World:  If you enjoy reading about 
animals and how they impact our lives, then this charming story of an abandoned kitten adopted by a town 
library will warm your heart.  Read how Dewey became an international celebrity and affected his community, 
despite his near tragic beginning. 
 
Sheinkin, Steve, Bomb: The Race to Build--and Steal--the World's Most Dangerous Weapon:  This is 
non-fiction that reads like a spy thriller!  In December of 1938, a chemist in a German laboratory made a 
shocking discovery: When placed next to radioactive material, a Uranium atom split in two. That simple 
discovery launched a scientific race that spanned 3 continents.  (Readers may also enjoy Most Dangerous, 
Undefeated, or other titles by this talented author. 
 
Sokolove, Michael, The Ticket Out:  Darryl Strawberry and the Boys of Crenshaw:  Read about Strawberry’s 
high school team and the kids who played on it.  Then follow their choices in life when the author travels all 
over the country, from a naval base to a prison to find out where they are today.  (A) 
 
Spiegelman, Art, Maus I and Maus II:  In comic-book style, Spiegelman tells the story of his father’s survival of 
the Holocaust.  (A) 
 
Stevenson, Bryan, Just Mercy:  When Stevenson was a 23-year-old Harvard law student, he started an 
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internship in Georgia where his first assignment was to deliver a message to a man living on death row. This 
assignment became his calling: representing the innocent, the inadequately defended, the children, the 
domestic abuse survivors, the mentally ill—the imprisoned. This fast-paced book reads like a John Grisham 
novel.  The stories include those of children, teens, and adults who have been in the system since they were 
teens. This is a title for the many young adults who have a parent or loved one in the prison system and the 
many others who are interested in social justice, the law, and the death penalty. 
 
Torre, Joe and Tom Verducci, The Yankee Years:  Twelve straight playoff appearances. Six American League 
pennants. Four World Series titles. This is the definitive story of a dynasty: the Yankee years. 
 
Yousafzai, Malala,  I Am Malala: The Girl Who Stood Up for Education and Was Shot by the Taliban,  The 
remarkable tale of a family uprooted by global terrorism, of the fight for girls' education, of a father who, himself 
a school owner, championed and encouraged his daughter to write and attend school, and of brave parents 
who have a fierce love for their daughter in a society that prizes sons. 

Mystery 

Christie, Agatha, (suggested titles below, or any title EXCEPT  And Then There Were None, The ABC Murders 
or Pocketful of Rye):  Death on the Nile:  When Linnet Doyle, young, beautiful, and rich, marries the man her 
best friend loves the results are disastrous.  Murder on the Orient Express:  Intrigue, passion, deception and 
murder on a train stalled beyond Istanbul. 
 
Clark, Mary Higgins, Silent Night:  While his father struggles to survive a life-threatening illness, the son follows 
a woman who stole his mother’s wallet.  What will happen to him and his critically ill father?  Students may 
choose to read other titles by this author as well. (A) 
 
Koreto, R.J., Death on the Sapphire: A Lady Frances Ffolkes Mystery:  An extraordinary woman living in 
extraordinary times, Lady Frances Ffolkes is an Edwardian-era suffragette who has an uncanny ability to attract 
danger and romance.  When Major Colcombe, a family friend and war veteran, dies under mysterious 
circumstances, the good Lady Frances discovers that he was working on a manuscript about South Africa’s bloody 
Boer War, which reportedly revealed a scandalous mistake that cost many innocent lives. Now, it’s up to Frances 
and her loyal lady's maid, June Mallow, to track down the missing manuscript and bring the killer to justice.  
 
Nance, John, Final Approach:  “The airline told the passengers flying to Kansas City that the skies were safe. 
They lied.”  A high-tech mystery designed to keep you on the edge of your seat.  
 
Nixon, Joan Lowry, A Candidate for Murder:  With her father running for Governor of Texas, Cary experiences 
many changes in her life.  One scary change:  someone is stalking her!   Students may read other books by 
this author. 
 
Pfeffer, Susan, Twice Taken:  When a sixteen-year-old girl recognizes her father on a television show featuring 
photos of missing children, she learns that the family who has been searching for their daughter is looking for 
her.  Who is she really?  
 
Drama 
 
Christie, Agatha, Mousetrap:  Read the longest-running play on the London stage and enjoy trying to solve a 
thrilling mystery at the same time. 
 
Fiction 
 
Albom, Mitch, The Five People You Meet in Heaven:  On his way to heaven Eddie discovers that he has 
affected more people than he realized and that his life had meaning after all.  (A) 
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Anderson, Laurie Halse, Fever 1793:  An epidemic of fever sweeps through the streets of 1793 Philadelphia in this 
novel from Laurie Halse Anderson where "the plot rages like the epidemic itself" (The New York Times Book 
Review).  During the summer of 1793, Mattie Cook lives above the family coffee shop with her widowed mother and 
grandfather. Mattie spends her days avoiding chores and making plans to turn the family business into the finest 
Philadelphia has ever seen. But then the fever breaks out. 
 
Avi, Don’t You Know There’s a War On?:  While WWII rages overseas, this pair of Brooklynites is on the 
lookout for spies.  What they discover instead is a secret about their favorite teacher.  Also, Nothing But the 
Truth: A ninth-grader's suspension for singing "The Star-Spangled Banner" during homeroom becomes a 
national news story.  
 
Backman, Fredrik, A Man Called Ove:  A feel-good story, this novel about the angry old man next door is a 
thoughtful exploration of the profound impact one life has on countless others. “If there was an award for ‘Most 
Charming Book of the Year,’ this first novel by a Swedish blogger-turned-overnight-sensation would win hands 
down” (Booklist, starred review). 
 
Bartoletti, Susan Campbell, The Boy Who Dared, The teen’s perspective makes this a particularly gripping way 
to personalize the history of the Holocaust, and even those unfamiliar with the background Bartoletti weaves 
in–the German bitterness after World War I, the burning of the books, the raging anti-Semitism––will be 
enthralled by the story of one boy’s heroic resistance in the worst of times. 
 
Bauer, Joan, Rules of the Road:  Funny young adult writers are a rare treasure, and Joan Bauer is one of the 
funniest. Critics and young readers rejoiced at her three previous novels--Squashed, Thwonk, and Sticks--and 
with Rules of the Road, she has written a story that is wise and touching as well as comical. Jenna Boller is too 
tall for a sophomore and she's not much good in school. Her sister Faith got all the looks in the family, but boy, 
can Jenna sell shoes! Students may choose other titles by this lauded young adult author.  
 
Bloor, Edward, Tangerine:  Twelve-year-old Paul, who lives in the shadow of his football hero brother Erik, 
fights for the right to play soccer despite his near blindness and slowly begins to remember the incident that 
damaged his eyesight.  
  
Brashares, Ann, Second Summer of the Sisterhood, Girls in Pants, or  Forever in Blue:  Carmen, Tibby, Lena, 
and Bridget are back!  Follow their adventures with boyfriends, schools, jobs, etc.  
 
Bray, Libba:  A Great and Terrible Beauty (The Gemma Doyle Trilogy):  It’s 1895, and after the suicide of her 
mother, 16-year-old Gemma Doyle is shipped off from the life she knows in India to Spence, a proper boarding 
school in England. Lonely, guilt-ridden, and prone to visions of the future that have an uncomfortable habit of 
coming true, Gemma’s reception there is a chilly one. To make things worse, she’s been followed by a 
mysterious young Indian man, a man sent to watch her. But why? What is her destiny? And what will her 
entanglement with Spence’s most powerful girls—and their foray into the spiritual world—lead to? 
 
Brewer, Heather, Eighth Grade Bites: Vlad has to keep his vampire urges under control while dealing with the 
pressures of middle school.   Students may choose any of the sequels in the Vladimir Tod series. 
 
Bruchac, Code Talkers.  Read an amazing story that tells how the Navajo code talkers helped us win WWII. 
(A) 
 
Cabot, Meg, The Princess Diaries:  Read any book in the series as you follow the adventures of Mia 
Thermopolis, as she becomes the beloved Princess of Genovia.  
 
Cass, Kiera, The Selection (and other books in the series):  Thirty-five beautiful girls. Thirty-five beautiful 
rivals...And only one will claim Prince Maxon's heart. The selection is the chance of a lifetime and 17-year-old 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0385307934/$%7B0%7D
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0440219809/$%7B0%7D
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0440413877/$%7B0%7D
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America Singer should feel lucky. She has been chosen for the reality TV lottery in which the special few 
compete for gorgeous Prince Maxon's love. 
 
Choi, Sook Nyul, Year of Impossible Goodbyes:  A young Korean girl and her little brother struggle to survive 
the Japanese occupation of Korea during WWII.  
 
Choldenko, Gennifer, Al Capone Does My Shirts.  Murderers, mob bosses, and convicts . . . these guys are not 
your average neighbors. Unless you live on Alcatraz. It’s 1935 and twelve-year-old Moose Flanagan and his 
family have just moved to the infamous island that’s home to criminals like notorious escapee Roy Gardner, 
Machine Gun Kelly, and of course, Al Capone. Students may choose the sequel Al Capone Shines My Shoes 
or other titles from this prolific young adult writer as well.  
 
Cleary, Beverly, Fifteen:  It seems too good to be true – Stan, a popular, handsome guy, has asked out Jane. 
He is everything she ever dreamed of, but is she ready for this? Or Sister of the Bride:  Rosemary’s wedding 
sets her family into a frenzy.  See how it affects them especially her sister Barbara.  
 
Collins, Suzanne, Hunger Games:  Sixteen-year-old Katniss is smart, athletic, and fast. She can take down a 
rabbit with a bow and arrow, hitting it straight through the eye. Will these skills be enough to survive the 
Hunger Games?  Students may choose to read Catching Fire or Mockingjay as well. 
 
Collins, Suzanne, The Underland Chronicles: When 11-year-old Gregor follows his little sister through a grate 
in the laundry room of his New York City apartment building, he hurtles into a dark Underland beneath the city. 
There, humans live uneasily beside giant spiders, bats, cockroaches, and rats—but the fragile peace is about 
to fall apart. Rich in suspense and brimming with adventure, Suzanne Collins unfolds the fate of the Underland 
and the great warrior, Gregor, in the New York Times bestselling Underland Chronicles. 
 
Condie, Ally, Matched:  For Cassia, nothing is left to chance--not what she will eat, the job she will have, or the 
man she will marry. In Matched, the Society Officials have determined optimal outcomes for all aspects of daily 
life, thereby removing the "burden" of choice. When Cassia's best friend is identified as her ideal marriage 
Match it confirms her belief that Society knows best, until she plugs in her Match microchip and a different 
boy’s face flashes on the screen.  (Students may choose to read other titles in the series as well.) 
 
Cooney, Caroline, Flight #116 is Down, The Face on the Milk Carton, The Voice on the Radio, Wanted, Code 
Orange, and many more.  Caroline B. Cooney is an enormously popular young adult author and for good 
reason.  She weaves tales that are exciting and suspenseful.  You will enjoy any of her page turners!  
 
Cormier, Robert, I am the Cheese, The Chocolate War, and many other titles.  Enjoy any of Robert Cormier’s 
psychological thrillers!  
 
Crichton, Michael, Jurassic Park: The creation of a modern amusement park populated by (very!) real 
dinosaurs, goes horribly wrong in this suspenseful story about science used for the wrong ends (A) 
 
Crutcher, Chris, Ironman, Staying Fat for Sarah Byrnes, Stotan, Deadline, Angry Management, Athletic Shorts. 
In these and many other titles, Chris Crutcher and his athlete protagonists take on such weighty issues as 
racism, homophobia, sexism and the teenager's essential task of coming to terms with his parents. At the 
same time the author makes the world of sports compelling to everyone.  
 
Dashner, James, The Maze Runner:  For fans of The Hunger Games and Divergent!  When Thomas wakes up 
in the lift, the only thing he can remember is his name. He's surrounded by strangers—boys whose memories are 
also gone.  (Students may choose to read other titles in the series as well.) 
 
Dessen, Sarah, Keeping the Moon:  Colie Sparks has struggled with her weight, her mom and the taunts of her 
classmates.  After a summer in North Carolina with her Aunt Mira, she learns to accept herself, gains 
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confidence and learns how to handle her peers. Or Just Listen, Last year, Annabel was "the girl who has 
everything" -- at least that’s the part she played in the television commercial for Kopf ’s Department Store. This 
year, she’s the girl ...  or That Summer, During the summer of her divorced father's remarriage and her sister's 
wedding, fifteen-year-old Haven comes into her own by letting go of the myths of the past.  
 
Deuker, Carl, On the Devil’s Court:  Seventeen-year-old Joe Faust must decide whether to sell his soul to the 
devil for one perfect season of basketball  
 
Draper, Sharon, Romiette and Julio:  Romiette is African-American and Julio is Hispanic.  If they ignore the 
warnings of other kids not to date, the results could be dire.  (Students may choose other titles, such as Out of 
My Mind or Panic by this wonderful young adult author.) 
 
Duncan, Lois, The Twisted Window. Tracy suspects all is not right with Brad Johnson.  A suspenseful novel 
with a surprising twist.  Students may enjoy other titles by this prolific author.  
 
Duprau, Jeanne, The People of Sparks:  The Second Book of Ember:  Many seventh grade students have read 
and enjoyed The City of Ember in class this year, so why not continue with the series over the summer?  The 
People of Sparks picks up where The City of Ember leaves off. Lina and Doon have emerged from the 
underground city to the exciting new world above, and it isn’t long before they are followed by the other 
inhabitants of Ember. The Emberites soon come across a town where they are welcomed, fed, and given 
places to sleep. But the town’s resources are limited and it isn’t long before resentment begins to grow 
between the two groups. When anonymous acts of vandalism push them toward violence, it’s up to Lina and 
Doon to discover who’s behind the vandalism and why, before it’s too late.  There are more books in the series 
as well;  Feel free to read on! 
 
Ferris, Jean, Of Sound Mind:  Theo, a senior in high school, dreams of going to MIT to study mathematics, but 
he knows it's a dream that will never happen. As the only hearing member of his family, Theo feels tied to his 
deaf parents and little brother.  
  
Fitzpatrick, Becca, The Hush, Hush Saga, Book 1:  For Nora Grey, romance was not part of the plan. She's 
never been particularly attracted to the boys at her school, no matter how much her best friend, Vee, pushes 
them at her. Not until Patch came along.  With his easy smile and eyes that seem to see inside her, Nora is 
drawn to him against her better judgment.  (Students may enjoy any of the books in this series.) 
 
Forman, Gayle, If I Stay (Books 1 and 2):  The last normal moment that Mia, a talented cellist, can remember is 
being in the car with her family. Then she is standing outside her body beside their mangled Buick and her 
parents' corpses, watching herself and her little brother being tended by paramedics. As she ponders her state 
(Am I dead? I actually have to ask myself this), Mia is whisked away to a hospital, where, her body in a coma, 
she reflects on the past and tries to decide whether to fight to live. Via Mia's thoughts and flashbacks, Forman 
(Sisters in Sanity) expertly explores the teenager's life, her passion for classical music and her strong 
relationships with her family, friends and boyfriend, Adam.  (Students may also enjoy other titles by this 
author.) 
 
Garcia, Kami, Beautiful Creatures:  Ethan Wate is struggling to hide his apathy for his high school "in" crowd in 
small town Gatlin, South Carolina, until he meets the determinedly "out" Lena Duchannes, the girl of his 
dreams (literally--she has been in his nightmares for months). What follows is a smart, modern fantasy--a tale 
of star-crossed lovers and a dark, dangerous secret. 
 
Giff, Patricia Reilly, Pictures of Hollis Woods: A troublesome twelve-year-old orphan, staying with an elderly 
artist who needs her, remembers the only other time she was happy in a foster home.  
 
Godberson, Anna, Luxe:  Beautiful sisters Elizabeth and Diana Holland rule Manhattan's social scene. Or so it 
appears. When the girls discover their status among New York City's elite is far from secure, suddenly 

http://search.barnesandnoble.com/That-Summer/Sarah-Dessen/e/9780142401729/?itm=3
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everyone—from the backstabbing socialite Penelope Hayes, to the debonair bachelor Henry Schoonmaker, to 
the spiteful maid Lina Broud—threatens Elizabeth's and Diana's golden future. Students may enjoy other titles 
in this series as well. 
 
Green, John, The Fault in Our Stars:  Despite the tumor-shrinking medical miracle that has bought her a few 
years, Hazel has never been anything but terminal, her final chapter inscribed upon diagnosis. But when a 
gorgeous plot twist named Augustus Waters suddenly appears at Cancer Kid Support Group, Hazel’s story is 
about to be completely rewritten.  Insightful, bold, irreverent, and raw, The Fault in Our Stars is 
award-winning-author John Green’s most ambitious and heartbreaking work yet, brilliantly exploring the funny, 
thrilling, and tragic business of being alive and in love.  
 
Kerr, M.E., Gentlehands:  When a newspaper story claims that Buddy Boyle's grandfather is a former Nazi, the 
ensuing chaos threatens the boy's familial ties and a romantic relationship.  Students may enjoy other titles by 
this prolific young adult author as well.  
 
Key, Watt, Alabama Moon:  For as long as ten-year-old Moon can remember, he has lived out in the forest in a 
shelter with his father. They keep to themselves, their only contact with other human beings an occasional trip to the 
nearest general store. When Moon's father dies, Moon follows his father's last instructions: to travel to Alaska to find 
others like themselves. But Moon is soon caught and entangled in a world he doesn't know or understand; he's 
become property of the government he has been avoiding all his life.  
 
Korman, Gordon, No More Dead Dogs:  This is an engaging story about the hilarious consequences that can 
result when someone refuses to tell that little white lie. The results are hilarious,  or Born to Rock: Leo Caraway 
- president of the Young Republicans club, 4.0 GPA, future Harvard student - had his entire future perfectly 
planned out. That was, until the X factor. As in Marion X. McMurphy, aka King Maggot, the lead singer of 
Purge, the most popular, most destructive band punk rock has ever seen. As in Leo's biological father.  
 
Landham, Cheryl, Remember Me:  After being caught stealing, the main character must do community service 
at a hospice.  
 
Lu, Marie, Legend:  A New York Times bestseller!  What was once the western United States is now home to 
the Republic, a nation perpetually at war with its neighbors. Born into an elite family in one of the Republic's 
wealthiest districts, fifteen-year-old June is a prodigy being groomed for success in the Republic's highest 
military circles. Born into the slums, fifteen-year-old Day is the country's most wanted criminal. But his motives 
may not be as malicious as they seem.  (Students may choose to read other titles in the series or other titles -- 
such as The Elites  by this author as well.) 
 
Lupica, Mike, Game Changers: Book 1 (The Game Changers) New York Times bestselling author Mike Lupica 
scores a touchdown with his brand new middle-grade sports series!    Or students may choose to read other 
titles by this author such as Heat, The Big Field, Travel Team,  Miracle on 49th Street, Bat Boy. 
  
Matson, Morgan, Second Chance Summer: Sandwiched between two exceptional siblings, Taylor Edwards            
never felt like she stood out—except for her history of running away when things get too complicated. Then her                   
dad receives unexpected, terrible news, and the family makes the last-minute decision to spend the summer                
together in the cramped quarters at their old lake house. A sweet, well written coming-of-age book that pulls at                   
the reader’s heartstrings...This is a compelling story that reads fast and grips readers until the very end.  
 
McDaniel, Lurlene, Angels Watching Over Me:  While staying in the hospital to undergo cancer treatment, Leah 
Lewis-Hall learns to live and survive through the love and support of an Amish girl and her family.  Students 
may choose sequels or other titles by this author.   Students may enjoy other titles by this prolific young adult 
author as well.  
 
Meyer, Carolyn, Beware, Princess Elizabeth:  The hurdles that young Elizabeth Tudor faced on her way to the 
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throne of England are examined.  Her intelligence, drive and hard work lead to her success.  
 
Meyer, Stephenie, Twilight.  When Isabella Swan moves to the gloomy town of Forks and meets the 
mysterious, alluring Edward Cullen, her life takes a thrilling and terrifying turn. Students may also choose other 
titles in this series, Eclipse, New Moon, Breaking Dawn. 
 
Myers, Walter Dean, Hoops:  Lonnie Jackson has what it takes to be a pro-basketball player.  Will he risk it all 
to do the “right” thing?  Or the sequel The Outside Shot:  Follow Lonnie to college and see the challenges that 
face him in his new environment. Or Somewhere in the Darkness: A teenage boy accompanies his father, who 
has recently escaped from prison, on a trip that turns out to be an, often painful, time of discovery for them 
both.   Students may enjoy other titles by this prolific young adult author as well.  
 
Newman, Leslea, Fat Chance:  Judi’s lack of self-esteem and desire to be popular lead her into the dangerous 
world of bulimia.  
 
Palacio, R.J., Wonder:  August Pullman was born with a facial deformity that, up until now, has prevented him 
from going to a mainstream school. Starting 5th grade at Beecher Prep, he wants nothing more than to be 
treated as an ordinary kid—but his new classmates can’t get past Auggie’s extraordinary face. WONDER, a #1 
New York Times bestseller and included on the Texas Bluebonnet Award master list, begins from Auggie’s 
point of view, but soon switches to include his classmates, his sister, her boyfriend, and others. These 
perspectives converge in a portrait of one community’s struggle with empathy, compassion, and acceptance.  
 
Patterson, James, Maximum Ride: the Angel Experiment: After the mutant Erasers abduct the youngest 
member of their group, the "birdkids," who are the result of genetic experimentation, take off in pursuit and find 
themselves struggling to understand their own origins and purpose.  You may also want to try other titles in this 
series:  The Final Warning, Saving the World and Other Extreme Sports, School’s Out Forever. Students may 
enjoy other titles by this prolific young adult author as well.  
 
Perez, Marlene, Dead is the New Black:  This quick, lighter-than-air spoof of the undead, cheerleaders and 
popularity is pure pleasure. Teens may also enjoy sequels to this title as well.  
 
Pfeffer, Susan, Life as We Knew It.  Told in Miranda’s diary entries, this is a heart-pounding account of her 
struggle to hold on to the most important resource of all – hope – in an increasingly desperate and unfamiliar 
time. Students may choose to read other titles in the Survivor trilogy. 
 
Picoult, Jodi, My Sister’s Keeper.  Is it morally correct to do whatever it takes to save a child's life… even if that 
means infringing upon the rights of another? Is it worth trying to discover who you really are, if that quest 
makes you like yourself less? (This book contains very mature themes.)  Students may enjoy other titles by this 
prolific young adult author as well.  
 
Riggs, Ransom, Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children.  As a kid, Jacob formed a special bond with his 
grandfather over his bizarre tales and photos of levitating girls and invisible boys. Now at 16, he is reeling from 
the old man's unexpected death. Then Jacob is given a mysterious letter that propels him on a journey to the 
remote Welsh island where his grandfather grew up. There, he finds the children from the photographs--alive 
and well--despite the islanders’ assertion that all were killed decades ago. As Jacob begins to unravel more 
about his grandfather’s childhood, he suspects he is being trailed by a monster only he can see. A haunting 
and out-of-the-ordinary read. 
 
Roth, Veronica, Divergent.  In Beatrice Prior's dystopian Chicago, society is divided into five factions, each 
dedicated to the cultivation of a particular virtue—Candor (the honest), Abnegation (the selfless), Dauntless 
(the brave), Amity (the peaceful), and Erudite (the intelligent). On an appointed day of every year, all 
sixteen-year-olds must select the faction to which they will devote the rest of their lives. For Beatrice, the 
decision is between staying with her family and being who she really is—she can't have both. So she makes a 
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choice that surprises everyone, including herself.  Students may choose to read other titles in the Divergent 
series. 
 
Rowell, Rainbow, Eleanor and Park:  Set over the course of one school year in 1986, this is the story of two 
star-crossed misfits-smart enough to know that first love almost never lasts, but brave and desperate enough 
to try.  John Green, author of The Fault in Our Stars said, “Eleanor & Park reminded me not just what it's like to 
be young and in love with a girl, but also what it's like to be young and in love with a book."  (Students may 
also like Fangirl or other titles by this author.) 
 
Rylant, Cynthia A Fine White Dust:  The visit of the traveling Preacher Man to his small North Carolina town 
gives new impetus to thirteen-year-old Peter's struggle to reconcile his own deeply felt religious belief with the 
beliefs and non-beliefs of his family and friends.  
 
Sanchez, Alex, So Hard to Say:  When Xio, popular and bubbly, develops a crush on him, Fredrick, the new 
boy, must confront his sexuality and decide if he is interested in her.  
 
Scott, Michael, The Alchemyst: The Secrets of the Immortal Nicholas Flamel, Michael Scott uses a gigantic 
canvas for this riveting fantasy. The well-worn theme of saving the world from the forces of evil gets a fresh 
look here as he incorporates ancient myth and legend and sets it firmly, pitch-perfect, in present-day California. 
(Students may read any of the books in this wonderful series!) 
 
Seifert, Christine, The Predicteds, Your future is not your own…  "We wanted to know what makes a good kid 
good and a bad kid bad. Can you blame us for that? We found an astoundingly, marvelously simple answer: The 
brain isn't so much a complicated machine as it is a crystal ball. If you look into it, you will see everything you want 
to know."  -Dr. Mark Miliken, senior researcher at Utopia Laboratories  Who will it be? 
 
Sepetys, Ruta, Between Shades of Grey:  Fifteen-year-old Lina is a Lithuanian girl living an ordinary life--until 
Soviet officers invade her home and tear her family apart. Separated from her father and forced onto a 
crowded train, Lina, her mother, and her young brother make their way to a Siberian work camp, where they 
are forced to fight for their lives. Lina finds solace in her art, documenting these events by drawing. Risking 
everything, she imbeds clues in her drawings of their location and secretly passes them along, hoping her 
drawings will make their way to her father's prison camp. But will strength, love, and hope be enough for Lina 
and her family to survive?   This powerful tale of heartbreak and hope is sure to haunt readers long after they 
finish the last page. 
 
Shan, Darren:  The Demonata #1: Lord Loss:  Book 1 in the Demonata series:  Grubbs Grady has stiff red hair 
and is a little big for his age, which means he can get into R-rated movies. He hates history and loves bacon, 
rats, and playing tricks on his squeamish older sister. When he opts out of a family weekend trip, he never 
guesses that he is about to take a terrifying journey into darkness. Hungry demons and howling werewolves 
haunt his waking nightmares... and threaten his life. (Students may choose to read other titles in the series as 
well.) 
 
Simmons, Kristen, Article 5: New York, Los Angeles, and Washington, D.C., have been abandoned. 
The Bill of Rights has been revoked and replaced with the Moral Statutes.  There are no more police-instead, there 
are soldiers. There are no more fines for bad behavior-instead, there are arrests, trials, and maybe worse. People 
who get arrested usually don't come back.  Seventeen-year-old Ember Miller is old enough to remember that things 
weren't always this way.  
 
Smith, Jennifer E., The Statistical Probability of Love at First Sight, Who would have guessed that four minutes 
could change everything?  Today should be one of the worst days of seventeen-year-old Hadley Sullivan's life. 
Having missed her flight, she's stuck at JFK airport and late to her father's second wedding, which is taking 
place in London and involves a soon-to-be stepmother Hadley's never even met. Then she meets the perfect 
boy in the airport's cramped waiting area. His name is Oliver, he's British, and he's sitting in her row.  (Students 
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may choose to read other titles by this author as well.) 
 
Sonnenblick,  Jordan, Zen and the Art of Faking It:  When eighth-grader San Lee moves to a new town and a 
new school for the umpteenth time, he doesn't try to make new friends or be a loner or play cool. Instead he 
sits back and devises a plan to be totally different. When he accidentally answers too many questions in World 
History on Zen (only because he just had Ancient Religions two schools ago) all heads turn and San has his 
answer: he's a Zen Master. And just when he thinks everyone (including the cute girl he can't stop thinking 
about) is on to him, everyone believes him . . . in a major Zen way. 
 
Sparks, Nicholas, A Walk to Remember, There was a time when the world was sweeter.... Every April, when 
the wind smells of both the sea and lilacs, Landon Carter remembers 1958, his last year at Beaufort High. 
Landon had dated a girl or two, and even once sworn that he'd been in love. Certainly the last person he 
thought he'd fall for was Jamie, the shy, almost ethereal daughter of the town's Baptist minister....  Students 
may also enjoy many of the other titles by this internationally bestselling author. 
 
Spinelli, Jerry, Stargirl.  Leo Borlock follows the unspoken rule at Mica Area High School: don't stand 
out--under any circumstances! Then Stargirl arrives at Mica High and everything changes--for Leo Also the 
sequel – Love, Stargirl.  And so many other books by this prolific young adult author. 
 
Mafi, Tahereh, Shatter Me.  Fast-paced action scenes convey imminent danger vividly....Part cautionary tale, 
part juicy love story, this will appeal to action and adventure fans. 
 
Voight, Cynthia, Dicey’s Song:  Thirteen-year-old Dicey Tillerman has been taking care of her family for a long 
time.  Now she has to find out if she has what it takes to take care of herself.  Follow Dicey on her journey in 
this novels and its sequels in the Tillerman series.  
 
Volponi, Paul, Rikers High:  Martin Stokes is awaiting trial at Rikers Island, a New York City correctional facility. 
His alleged crime is steering: telling an undercover police officer where to buy marijuana in his neighborhood. 
Riding back to Rikers on a bus after his court date is rescheduled, Martin gets caught between two boys 
fighting and is cut in the face with a blade.  Students may also enjoy Black and White.  
 
Wolff, Virginia, Euwer, Make Lemonade:  In order to earn money for college 14-year-old LaVaughn takes a job 
babysitting for a teenage mother.  What will she learn from the experience? Or  True Believer Living in the 
inner city amidst guns and poverty, fifteen-year-old LaVaughn learns from old and new friends, and inspiring 
mentors, that life is what you make it--an occasion to rise to.  Also, This Full House:  After winning placement 
in a prestigious after-school science program, LaVaughn finds a new mentor in Dr. Moore, the program’s 
founder. Studying exhaustively, she falls in love with science and plans a future in medicine, but she makes an 
astonishing discovery that threatens her future, her closest relationships, and her sense of self.  
 
Woodson, Jacqueline, After Tupac and D Foster: Foster showed up a few months before Tupac got shot that 
first time and left us the summer before he died.   The day D Foster enters Neeka and her best friend's lives, 
the world opens up for them.  
 
Zusak, Markus, The Book Thief,  It’s just a small story really, about among other things: a girl, some words, an 
accordionist, some fanatical Germans, a Jewish fist-fighter, and quite a lot of thievery.  Also, I am the 
Messenger: After capturing a bank robber, nineteen-year-old cab driver Ed Kennedy begins receiving 
mysterious messages that direct him to addresses where people need help, and he begins getting over his 
lifelong feeling of worthlessness.  
 
Fantasy/Science-Fiction 
 
Adams, Douglass, The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy and its sequels.  Join the hilarious journey!  
 

http://search.barnesandnoble.com/Stargirl/Jerry-Spinelli/e/9780440416777/?itm=1
http://search.barnesandnoble.com/The-Book-Thief/Markus-Zusak/e/9780375842207/?itm=1
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Asimov, Isaac, Foundation:  Read one of these exciting and interesting books, which chronicle the collapse 
and rebuilding of a huge, futuristic Galactic empire.  (A) 
 
Barron, T.A., The Lost Years of Merlin:  A five-book epic about the life of a young wizard who grows up to 
become Merlin.  Read any of the titles in the epic.  
 
Card, Orson Scott, Ender's Game:  The Earth is under attack and the survival of the human species depends 
on a military genius who can defeat the alien buggers.   (Students may choose to read other titles in the series 
as well.) 
 
Funke Cornelia, Inkheart: Twelve-year-old Meggie learns that her father, who repairs and binds books for a 
living, can "read" fictional characters to life when one of those characters abducts them and tries to force him 
into service, first in the series, Inkspell:  In this fantasy world, certain readers have the power to bring 
characters out of books--and send them back, and Inkdeath: the third installment in the series.  (Students may 
choose other titles by this author.) 
  
Heinlein, Robert, Methuselah’s Children:  Follow the adventures of Lazarus Long as he lives many lifetimes. 
(A) 
 
Jacques, Brian, Redwall:  Redwall Abbey is known in the forest as a refuge, and the animals that live there are 
protectors of the ill and impoverished.  Then word comes that the one-eyed rat, Cluny the Scourge, has 
determined to take over the abbey.  Read any title in the series.  
 
Jordan, Robert The Wheel of Time series, The Wheel of Time turns and Ages come and pass. What was, what 
will be, and what is, may yet fall under the Shadow. Let the dragon ride again on the winds of time.  Students 
may choose to read one or more of the following in this series:  Book One: The Eye of the World Book Two: 
The Great Hunt Book Three: The Dragon Reborn.  Students may also choose other titles by this author. 
 
Marsden, John, Tomorrow When the War Began:  Ellie and her friends return from a weekend camping trip to 
discover that their country has been invaded and they are forced to fight for their families and country.  
 
McCaffrey, Anne, Dragonflight:  This is the first in the Dragonriders of Pern series.  A brilliant blend of sci-fi and 
fantasy introduces the reader to the magical world of Pern and its dragons.  
 
Muchamore, Robert, Mission 1 – The Recruit.  CHERUB agents are all 17 and under.  They are trained 
professionals who are given top secret spying assignments.  Read about the adventures of James, the newest 
CHERUB recruit.  Or read other titles in this exciting series. 
 
Paolini, Christopher, Eragon, Eldest, Brisingr or Inheritance:  Eragon and his dragon, Saphira, continue their 
training and journeys.  The latest adventure finds them facing their most challenging situations yet. Enjoy this 
thrilling series written by a teenager whose love for the magic of stories led him to craft novels that he would 
enjoy reading.  
 
Pierce, Tamora, Wild Magic (The Immortals Series #1) Daine, orphaned and alone, discovers that she has 
unexpected-- and sometimes uncontrollable-- magical powers.  Students may choose other titles in the series 
as well.  Also consider titles in The Protector of the Small or The Provost Dog series. 
 
Pratchett, Terry, Wee Free Men:  A young witch-to-be named Tiffany teams up with the Wee Free Men, a clan 
of six-inch high blue men to rescue her baby brother and ward off a sinister invasion from fairyland. 
 
Pullman, Philip, The Golden Compass:  Lyra Belacqua is a precocious orphan growing up within the precincts 
of Jordan College in Oxford, England.  Lyra's world is not precisely like our own. It is a world in which science, 
theology and magic are closely intertwined. Read any title in the trilogy.  

http://search.barnesandnoble.com/Enders-Game/Orson-Scott-Card/e/9780812550702/?itm=1
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Rowling, J.K, Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone: If you have not yet had the pleasure of reading the 
adventures of Harry and his friends at Hogwarts, don’t delay!   Say you've spent the first 10 years of your life 
sleeping under the stairs of a family who loathes you. Then, in an absurd, magical twist of fate you find yourself 
surrounded by wizards, a caged snowy owl, a phoenix-feather wand, and jellybeans that come in every flavor, 
including strawberry, curry, grass, and sardine. Not only that, but you discover that you are a wizard yourself! 
This is exactly what happens to young Harry Potter in J.K. Rowling's enchanting, funny, best-selling novel. 
(Naturally, students may enjoy reading--and rereading--any of the books in the entire series.) 
 
Sloan, Holly Goldberg, Counting by 7s:  In the tradition of Out of My Mind, Wonder, and Mockingbird, this is an 
intensely moving middle grade novel about being an outsider, coping with loss, and discovering the true meaning 
of family.  Willow Chance is a twelve-year-old genius, obsessed with nature and diagnosing medical conditions, who 
finds it comforting to count by 7s. It has never been easy for her to connect with anyone other than her adoptive 
parents, but that hasn’t kept her from leading a quietly happy life . . . until now.  
 
Stroud, Jonathan, The Bartimeus Trilogy, Book 1:  The Amulet of Samarkand, Nathaniel, a magician's 
apprentice, summons up the djinni Bartimaeus and instructs him to steal the Amulet of Samarkand from the 
powerful magician Simon Lovelace.  Students may choose to read other titles in this series, The Golem’s Eye 
and Ptolemy’s Gate.  
 
Tolkien, J.R.R., The Hobbit:  Meet the inhabitants of Middle Earth. This is a prelude to Lord of the Rings. 
Students may choose other titles by this influential fantasy author, as well. (A) 
 
Townley, Roderick, The Great Good Thing.  Nothing ever changes inside the storybook kingdom inhabited by 
twelve-year-old Princess Sylvie, her parents, and many other characters until Sylvie discovers that by allying 
herself with the Reader she can experience new adventures beyond the confines of the book.  
 
Vizzini, Ned, It’s Kind of a Funny Story.  Like many ambitious New York City teenagers, Craig Gilner sees entry 
into Manhattan's Executive Pre-Professional High School as the ticket to his future. Determined to succeed at 
life-which means getting into the right high school to get into the right college to get the right job-Craig studies night 
and day to ace the entrance exam, and does. That's when things start to get crazy. 
 
Westerfeld, Scott, Uglies, Pretties, Specials, Extras.  Read one of the books this exciting series where Tally is 
about to turn sixteen, and she can't wait. Not for her license -- for turning pretty. In Tally's world, your sixteenth 
birthday brings an operation that turns you from a repellent ugly into a stunningly attractive pretty and catapults 
you into a high-tech paradise where your only job is to have a really great time. In just a few weeks Tally will be 
there. 
 
Young, Moira, Blood Red Road (Dust Lands Book 1):  Saba has spent her whole life in Silverlake, a dried-up 
wasteland ravaged by constant sandstorms. The Wrecker civilization has long been destroyed, leaving only 
landfills for Saba and her family to scavenge from. That's fine by her, as long as her beloved twin brother Lugh 
is around. But when four cloaked horsemen capture Lugh, Saba's world is shattered, and she embarks on a 
quest to get him back. 


